Circular. 25/2022/PHQ

Sub : FSL Examination-DNA profiling in all murder/unnatural death/rape cases-
      instruction-reg


While conducting medical test of injured /victims in sexual offence related cases and
at the time of autopsy of dead bodies some shortcomings are noticed recently. If foreign
biological particles are detected during Autopsy or in crime scene examination or at the
time of medical examination of victims, the investigation officers are not forwarding it for
DNA profiling at once or not making discussions with scientific officers about the
possibility of conducting DNA examination which result in valuable evidence lost forever.
When DNA profiling is required at a later stage, the sample seems either insufficient in
quantity or becomes drained out. This is adversely affecting the investigation of
undetected cases in which the accused is suspected later.

Hence, all the investigating officers are hereby directed to ensure that in all
murder/unnatural death/sexual offence cases, if foreign biological particles are detected,
request for DNA profiling should be initiated in the initial stage itself and when the articles
are send for analysis, a letter should also be submitted to the scientific officer for
preserving sample for performing DNA profiling.

Anil Kant IPS
State Police Chief

To       : ADGP CB/ALL DPCs /FSL Director for information and necessary action
Copy To  : ADGP L & O, IsGP Zones, DIsGP Ranges